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Keep your dreams alive.
Understand to achieve
anything requires faith
and belief in yourself,
vision, hard work,
determination, and
dedication. Remember all
things are possible for
those who believe.
~ Gail Devers

~ Gail Devers
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Reflect
on the Last Year

It is so easy to get caught up in the day-to day aspects of life and forget to pause, self reflect, and look at the bigger picture. Slowing
down and taking time to think about your life is extremely helpful in creating a better sense of who you are, who you want to be, and
how you will get there.
Self-reflection – also called introspection – is a means to observe and analyze oneself in order to grow as a person. That growth is the
reason why it is so important to spend time in personal reflection. By understanding who you are now and who you’d like to become,
you help identify the steps you need to take on that journey.
Reflecting upon how you behave and what thoughts enter your mind in response to events in the world around you, allows you to see
what you need to work on.
Self-reflection is a process by which you grow your understanding of who you are, what your values are, and why you think and act
the way you do. It is a form of personal analysis that allows you to bring your life into alignment with what you wish it to be.

"The journey into self-love and self-acceptance must begin with self-examination. Until
you take the journey of self-reflection, it is almost impossible to grow or learn in life."
~ Iyanla Vanzant
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Write down
Your BIG Vision

Writing down affirmations and visions for our future not only helps us discover our true desires, it also helps bring them to pass. Having
a life vision allows you to get more clarity around your future and what you want to get out of it – whether that’s in the next month, year,
or five years.
Since we all have different goals and dreams for the future, getting clear on your vision will help you create a path that feels the most
fulfilling to you.
The first thing to do before thinking too far ahead in the future, is to define what success really means to you. Better yet, ask yourself if
success is really the end game. If not, what is the end game for you? Happiness, wealth, world peace, self-love? The list goes on.
Another way to think about it, is to imagine your future self. When you’re 80 years old and talking to your grandchildren, what do you
want to tell them about your life experiences? Think about what you want to accomplish in your lifetime and what kind of person you
want to be known as.

"The greatest danger for most of us is not that our aim is too high and we
miss it, but that is too low and we reach it."
~ Michelangelo
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Set

SMART Goals

Many people feel as if they're adrift in the world. They work hard, but they don't seem to get anywhere worthwhile. A key reason that
they feel this way is that they haven't spent enough time thinking about what they want from life, and haven't set themselves formal
goals. After all, would you set out on a major journey with no real idea of your destination? Probably not!
How to Set a Goal
First, consider what you want to achieve, and then commit to it. Set SMART (specific, measureable, attainable, relevant and timebound) goals that motivate you, and write them down to make them feel tangible. Then, plan the steps you must take to realize your
goal, and cross off each one as you work through them.
Goal setting is a powerful process for thinking about your ideal future, and for motivating yourself to turn your vision of this future into
reality. The process of setting goals helps you choose where you want to go in life. By knowing precisely what you want to achieve,
you know where you have to concentrate your efforts. You'll also quickly spot the distractions that can, so easily, lead you astray.
Why Set Goals?
Top-level athletes, successful business people and achievers in all fields set goals. Setting goals gives you long-term vision and shortterm motivation. It focuses your acquisition of knowledge, and helps you to organize your time and your resources so that you can
make the most of your life. By setting sharp, clearly defined goals, you can measure and take pride in the achievement of those goals,
and you'll see forward progress in what might previously have seemed a long pointless grind. You will also raise your self-confidence,
as you recognize your own ability and competence in achieving the goals that you've set.
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Find
Your WHY

Nothing gives a person inner wholeness and peace like a distinct understanding of where they are going. Fulfilment is a right and not a
privilege. Finding fulfilment in life starts with understanding exactly WHY you do what you do.
Once you understand your WHY, you’ll be able to clearly articulate what makes you feel fulfilled and to better understand what drives
your behavior when you’re at your natural best. When you can do that, you’ll have a point of reference for everything you do going
forward. You’ll be able to make more intentional choices for your schooling, your career, and your life. You’ll be able to inspire others to
buy from you, work with you, and join your cause.
In order to get somewhere, you need to define your end goal. That is essential. And, the sooner you define it, the clearer everything
else will become. A life without a purpose is a life without a destination.
What do you look forward to in life? Living without purpose is dangerous.
Fyodor Dostoyevsky once said, “The mystery of human existence lies not in just staying alive, but in finding something to live for.”
Your purpose in life is to find and do the things that make you smile, laugh and forget time. Even, if you aren’t sure yet, move into the
exploration and experimentation phase of your life, and enjoy the journey.
When you commit to living your life with a purpose, amazing things can happen.
You can’t put time on it. You can’t force yourself to find your “why” tomorrow or next month, or even next year. But, by all means,
search for clarity and move closer to the life you crave.

Every great dream begins with a dreamer. Always remember,
you have within you the strength, the patience, and the
passion to reach for the stars to change the world.
~ Harriet Tubman
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Start
Taking Action

So you’ve got a big dream, now what? Well, it’s time to put it into action. Big dreams can be incredibly inspiring, but until you take
action they are a little more than dreams.
1.Believe it
To achieve a big dream, you need to believe in it yourself. It sounds simple, but so many people pursue a dream they feel is too big for
them or is really just unachievable. The very first step to achieving your big dream, is believing that it is possible.
2. Take Daily Actions
Dreaming is nothing without action. Take daily actions to turn your big dream into reality. No matter how small, every action you take
gets you one step closer to your big dream, and every day you take action you build momentum. A small action every day might not
feel significant at the time, but over time little things add up. Just imagine what you could achieve in a year if you did one small thing
every single day to move toward your big dream!
3. Put a Time Frame to It
Time flies, and if you don't have a set time frame on something, the hours, days, weeks and months can easily escape you. Put a time
frame on your big dream to keep yourself moving and accountable. The best way to do this, is to set a launch date and then work
backwards, setting specific dates to reach milestones along the way.
4. Dream Big and Vividly
Everything starts with dreaming big! Imagine the most amazing incarnation of your dream and dream that. Make it real by imagining
what it would feel like to achieve it. What would your life be like as a result? How would you feel every day?
5. Ignore the Naysayers
Whenever you pursue a big dream, there will always be naysayers who will tell you it can’t be done. They might be your friends and
family, but just because you hold them dear to your heart doesn’t mean they are right. Often, when people say something can’t be
done, it’s only because in their personal experience it hasn’t been possible. Don’t listen to them; you are a unique individual with the
drive, motivation and ability to achieve your big dream.
6. Adopt an Inevitability Mind-set
An inevitability mind-set is all about knowing that it is just a matter of time before you achieve your big dream. It’s not about if, it’s
about when. When you work with an inevitability mind-set, success is imminent and your drive, motivation and work reflects it. The
inevitability mind-set is powerful because it has the potential to shift your whole perspective.
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Checklist
Check the boxes as you go through each step.

Self-reflected to understand who I am, what my values are,
and why I think and act the way I do.
Defined what success means to me and wrote down my
vision and dreams in life.
Set SMART goals and planned the steps I must take to
reach those goals.
Defined my end goal.
Believe it, take daily action, set launch date and work
backwards, ignore naysayers and develop an inevitable
mindset.
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5 Steps
in a Glance

1
2
3
4
5

Reflect
on the Last Year

Self-reflection is a process by which you grow your understanding of
who you are, what your values are, and why you think and act the
way you do.

Write down
Your BIG vision

LWriting down affirmations and visions for our future lives not only
helps us discover our true desires, it also helps bring them to
pass.

Set

SMART Goals
First consider what you want to achieve, and then commit to it. Set
SMART (specific, measureable, attainable, relevant and timebound) goals that motivate you and write them down to make
them feel tangible.

Find
Your WHY

In order to get somewhere, you need to define your end goal. That
is essential. The sooner you define it, the clearer everything else
will become.

Start
Taking Action

So you’ve got a big dream, now what? Well, it’s time to put it into
action. Big dreams can be incredibly inspiring, but until you take
action they are little more than dreams.
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"We will only grow as big as we dream that's why we must dream big."
~Gabrielle Williams
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